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Fiction
Fox 8: A Story by George Saunders
A keepsake edition of a cautionary fable by the best-selling author of Lincoln in the
Bardo, incorporates original illustrations into the whimsical story of a misfit fox with
a talent for understanding human language.

Once Upon a River Diane Setterfield
When the seemingly dead body of a child reanimates hours after arriving at an ancient inn on the Thames, three families try to claim her in the new novel from the
best-selling author of The Thirteenth Tale.

In a House of Lies by Ian Rankin
When the remains of a private investigator who went missing a decade earlier are
discovered, Siobhan Clarke uncovers disturbing evidence implicating her mentor. By
the Edgar Award-winning author of Even Dogs in the Wild.

Watching You by Lisa Jewell
When a murder occurs in Melville Heights, one of the nicest neighborhoods in Bristol, England, dangerous obsessions come to light involving the headmaster at a local school, in this place where everyone has a secret.

The Mansion by Ezekiel Boone
The rich and successful head of a multi-billion-dollar tech company reconnects with
an embittered ex-partner for help when a failed program they created together begins causing sinister accidents. By the best-selling author of Zero Day.

Death of an Eye by Dana Stabenow
Queen Cleopatra, pregnant with the child of Julius Caesar and co-ruling with her
brother Ptolemy, turns to her childhood friend Tetisheri to find a shipment of new
coins and discover who murdered the Queen's Eye in 47BCE Alexandria.

Verses for the Dead by Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child
The authors return with their #1 best-selling series, confronting FBI Special Agent
Pendergast with the one challenge he never expected: a partner.

Non-Fiction
The Point of It All: A Lifetime of Great Loves and Endeavors
by Charles Krauthammer
Compiled before his passing, an intimate collection of Krauthammer’s most notable
works and writings includes never-before-published speeches on his political philosophy and personal history and a major, new essay about the state of global democracy.

The Clean Plate, Eat, Reset, Heal by Gwyneth Paltrow
The Oscar-winning actress and author of the best-selling My Father's Daughter shares clean, flexible recipes for the week's most time-challenged meals and explains how to promote healing and rebalance in accordance with specialist recommendations.
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